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Dujie Tahat
Dujie Tahat is a Filipino-Jordanian immigrant living in Washington state. His poems 
have been published or are forthcoming in Sugar House Review, The Journal, The Southeast 
Review, Narrative, Bennington Review, and elsewhere. Dujie has earned fellowships from the 
Richard Hugo House and Jack Straw Writing Program. He serves as a poetry editor for 
Moss and Homology Lit and cohosts The Poet Salon podcast. He got his start as a Seattle 
Poetry Slam Finalist, a collegiate grand slam champion, and Seattle Youth Speaks Grand 
Slam Champion, representing Seattle at HBO's Brave New Voices.



can’t take it back now, or
catasterism
After Yusef  Komunyakaa

How close to catastrophe
are we this ancient night
I make your body infinite.

What a mess               of  curls

you are,          darling,

a swarm of  fireflies     tangled in silver         tinsel

every minute    of  light         & dark.                Let’s make love

under the Pleiades,            you say,                         nursing a madness

to maturity.                                    I point to a cathedral of  stardust.

You weep              until it rains.

I promise you,                dear,       a new    kind of  old

grace      that makes titans           of  us all                     shiver       

          & shake this earth.
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I write a nature poem &
 my mother’s suddenly involved. 

She felled a tree 

 & stripped its branches.
 
A century later, it lies

 where it lay, bursting

into decay. Something is always 

 getting stolen in the game 

of  give & take. What a stubborn conceit 

 to think I could climb 

high enough to pluck 

 light from the heavens 

to feed the forest floor. 

 You must learn to climb

the thing before you knock it

 down, she says, winding a clock

around the witching hour, 

 stoking a fire to nourish
 
this thickness.



divorce fight
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Did we know we had already
started grieving when we
began fighting over nothing?
It was so early on. The facts
were leaving--taking with
them all the loving & the
lighting we'd been heaving
onto our heavy silver
shoulders,

bluffing out way through the
night. I wasn't bluffing when
I joked about our kids
grieving the end of  summer. I 
meant all that heaving got us
so tired. We're not nearly
loving enough. When you
asked What?, I lied Nothing!
so often

leaving seemed like the only
next logical step. You saw me
leaving & thought I was just
bluffing. I probably was. It
didn't mean nothin but chits
the first few times. I was just
grieving the score. I came
back each time loving you

more than before, our
apartment heaving with
warmth & elisions. I've been
dry heaving since out backs
started leaving each other
every other day. The kids are
loving Christman not but
caught in all the bluffing &
the post-

uring. Our oldest is
grieving right here
between us & there's
noting I can do when
she asks for her mom.
We're nothing if  not a
pair of  heart muscles
heaving old blood to
new, grieving over &
over & over again &
here I

thought leaving meant
bluffing the count. I 
swear I'm a loving
father. Don't make me
swear. I'm a loving
father. You know how
afraid I am of  becoming
a nothing & how good
I've got at bluffing. Are
we fighting



or
heaving
heavy
marks
All my
own

keep
leaving &
a house
that ain't

a home is
always
grieving

Bluffing
is just a
kind of
truth-

heaving.
Loving
you now
means

so much  leaving.

  Nothing
    makes
       me feel

   more  alive

    than
      grieving.
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Michael Passafiume
Michael Passafiume’s work has appeared in Black Heart Magazine, The Manhattanville Review, 
Meat for Tea and The Subterranean Quarterly, among others. Michael’s chapbook, "archipelagos," 
was published by Blue Hour Press in 2015.

Amy LeBlanc
Amy LeBlanc holds a BA (Hons.) in English Literature and creative writing from the University of  
Calgary. She is currently non-fiction editor at Filling Station magazine. Her work has appeared, or 
is scheduled to appear in Room, Prairie Fire, Contemporary Verse 2, and EVENT among others. 
Amy won the 2018 BrainStorm Poetry Contest for her poem 'Swell'. Her collection "Ladybird, 
Ladybird" is forthcoming from Anstruther Press in fall 2018.

Adam Houle
Adam Houle is the author of  Stray (Lithic Press), a finalist for the Colorado Book Award. His 
poems have appeared in AGNI, Shenandoah, Cutbank, and elsewhere.

Sneha Subramanian Kanta
Sneha Subramanian Kanta is a GREAT scholarship awardee, and has earned a second postgraduate 
degree in literature from England. A Pushcart Prize nominee, her chapbook titled 'Home is 
Hyperbole' won the Boston Uncommon Chapbook Series (Boston Accent Lit). She is the founding 
editor of  Parentheses Journal and author of  'Synecdoche' (The Poetry Annals) and 'Prosopopoeia' 
(Ghost City Press). An old soul, she runs a patisserie.



Wil Gibson
Wil Gibson currently lives in Humboldt County, California where the trees are big. He has had 5 
collections published by kind people, and has been included in a number of  anthologies and lit mags 
both online and in print, such as Marsh Hawk Review, Button Poetry, Midwestern Gothic, Drunk in 
a Midnight Choir, Yellow Chair Review and more.

KG Newman
KG Newman is a sportswriter who covers the Colorado Rockies for The Denver Post. His first two 
collections of  poems, While Dreaming of  Diamonds in Wintertime and Selfish Never Get Their 
Own, are available on Amazon. He is on Twitter @KyleNewmanDP.

Adrienne Novy
Adrienne Novy is a writer, musician, and Bettering American Poetry and Pushcart Prize nominee 
currently living in Saint Paul, MN. She is the author of  trisomy 22 and Crowd Surfing With God 
(Half  Mystic Press, 2018). Her most recent work can be found in Crab Fat Magazine and has 
previously been published by FreezeRay Poetry, Button Poetry, NAILED Magazine, Rising Phoenix 
Press, among others. She loves My Chemical Romance and she loves being alive.

Summer Farah
Summer Farah is a Palestinian-American poet currently studying at UC Berkeley, where Summer 
organizes with CalSLAM and runs Berkeley Fiction Review. You can follow her @summabis on 
Twitter.

Jake Bailey
Jake Bailey is a schizotypal confessionalist in Antioch University Los Angeles’ MFA program and 
the co-editor of  poetry for Lunch Ticket. He has published or forthcoming work in Glass: A 
Journal of  Poetry, Parentheses Journal, The Laurel Review, Pidgeonholes, Barren Magazine, and 
elsewhere.
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Geese   
Adam Houle

Fold yourself  into the flannel set, 
its checked warp, its weft and rustic buttons,
the waning vestige of  winter pleasures. 
We should be plotting what our garden needs  

but our minds dulled from turning on themselves. 
Tired or sad or both, we daze at Cops instead.
Like bed-bound children scored by time 
we blink off  sleep until the next commercial. 

With the windows raised, distant cries 
off  a vee of  homesick geese drift like petals
through the murmuring blue and fill our living 
room. They know how far they’ve gone, how far

they’ve left to go. I knuckle the latest knot in your neck.  
We are on our own. Somewhere a pond unfolds
in a tree-stitched hollow. See the worn and wary geese
circle circle circle. See them redirect their arrow. 



this side of human  
Michael Passafiume

If  I could dig you up
I wouldn’t.
At this point, I don’t even know
what I’d say and anyway,
I’m guessing that ten years
in the ground
has had an adverse effect
on your complexion.

I waited on you
to reach out,
hands cupped to my ears
like crude antennas
— Earth to Mrs. Death,
Shriek if  you can hear me. —
as if  we’d finally start listening
to each other.

How passive we were,
trusting that somehow, without
guidance or input, our driverless car
wouldn’t crash,
everything we weren’t saying
was pages in a diary neither of  us 
would ever have the guts to read.

The night before we surrendered you 
to the psych center,
we stood in the place we were married —
no vows, just you saying,
Well, at least I made it
to Venice.

nd we don’t care. (oh whoa ow)
Months later we were in our kitchen,

Months later we were in our kitchen,
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Months later we were in our kitchen,
you saying, No matter what happens,
you know I love you, right?
I knew it was your goodbye,
so I called you on it:
you fed me a couple of  sweet
& salty lies, and I chose
to swallow them.

I still believed you could be saved,
just a little further
through your imploded mind’s
kaleidoscopic tunnel
and you’d be back in the land
of  common unhappiness
with the rest of  us.

Maybe tonight, for old time’s sake,
I’ll find a tunnel, stand at its center,
antenna hands in position,
stage whisper, Are you there, Mrs. Death?
wait for you to take
your final bow.
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Girls reading in red coats   
After Anne Sexton

Amy LeBlanc

She tucked a book
into the folds of  her red coat
when she left her room.
She felt the spine against her ribs,
and the edges of  paper wrapping
around her skin:
a pair of  legs in a claw foot tub
a little birth with a belly full of  rocks.
The book would last her
the better part of  three days.
She buttoned a scarf  to her throat
and picked bloodroot and ate carrots,
nine almonds a day with a glass of  water.
She expected to wander and to find an altar
in the trees, in the wasps, in moist roots
and the mud that caught her heels.
She freed insects from jars 
which never held water
and heard a rattling sound
in her bone marrow,
in her ears eyes hands and teeth.
They searched and searched,
but she stayed hidden at her altar
or the meeting point
of  her own sternum and her spine.
She read her book
in her red buttoned coat.



She thought about ivy
and garden walls,
moths that bleed cyanide,
women in turtlenecks,
wine and cake,
and uncomfortable pantyhose. Her coat, red as 
pomegranate seeds
trailed behind her, moist and well-watered.
Her exposed belly could cut open letters
and bloodroot was the bedrock of  her spine.
Her book had moistened in the rain,
so she made an herbarium
and slept in the vines.
Stripping the moths of  their poison,
she dripped them over a porringer
and encouraged them to dry.  
When her fingernails rooted to the paper,
she swallowed herself  whole.



Self-Portrait as the 
Cirrocumulus 
after Emilia Phillips’s “Scar”

Sneha Subramanian Kanta
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Sometimes, I dream
               about my childhood
                       again and try to debunk

the myth that is the body.
              The scar appears to be
                        larger than the premise

of a body, as if memory
               is a morning without
                        the sun or chores.

In the sky, two airplanes pass
             through a patch of clouds,
                        leave crevices like post-surgery.

When I was a child,
              my mother wept & held me
                       as though she held the world,

that’s all I’ll ever be.
              How often I want to call
                       the scar a metaphor—sea, river,

a symbol of fluidity, but
              its small expanse asks to be
                       more than a name, silently.

Even the stillness of a bathtub
             reminds you of the scar—that 
                      your body is an entity that exists,

an abstraction as something
             beyond of yourself—ahead
                      of a lack or need, like flowers.



Rivers Run Red 
Jake Bailey

Wet citrus spritzed in
a cup muddle muddle muddling
expectations, like a mermaid
I’m as unreal as it gets, half  
a Xanax and I’m flying on fumes
twenty fathoms down, down 
the glass, make it two, unlace
shoes, right, left, blisters
birth simple syrup for the hole,
just a hole, adjust the hole,
the whole of  it’s broken, shatter-
sharp sentiments set like diamonds
on piano wire, pluck them
twice, sure sounds nice, have to
entice sleep from stone mattress,
won’t happen tonight, won’t happen
tonight, tonight, I’m a paleontologist 
digging for bone, got a homemade
scalpel rooting around for sinew,
for solace, for tracking devices
sunken like ships on the horizon,
hands haunted like a house,
face vaunted like a funeral,
I’m a carnal artist, watch
me flay like a butcher, peel
like shrimp in a salad bowl,
seeps like syrup tapped from a yew,
stains like a bible harvesting pews,
stir or shake to the count
of  ten, do it again, do it
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sure is nice to shut him up,
only silent when I’m carving
a thanks, giving in to silence
bred in my ears, drink a beer,
try to steer along the tracks,
takes a second to crack
crack crack like peanuts, roast
me in amber, shock me
like thunder before the flash,
we’re going under, under here
it’s bears and mass and flaws
that I’ve stitched into place
just in case I’m sober when it’s over,
overdone, overripe, strap in
for the night, I’ll stretch
like a kite reaching for lightning,
always ready for a storm,
that’s the norm when normal’s
a ghost taking most of  what’s left,
not a home, turn off  the phone,
never alone anyway, the way’s
unclear, murky like a pond
full of  bodies, body’s a barn
knit from yarn, self-harm’s
inaccurate with a kind like this,
like this, hold it like this,
don’t miss, kiss the length 
of  the sea, unfold and flea,

 if  I hide
  they’ll never find me.



I try. 
To look up.
Wil Gibson
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I see geese flying north, 
trying to find formation.  
I am not sure if  they are 
lost or if  spring is coming 
and they are headed 
in the right direction.  

My father's CB handle 
was Green Gander. I am 
sure he thought that was 
a clever reference to marijuana. 
My father and I both love 
the song Family Tradition 
and think Hank Williams Jr 
is a talented idiot. The biggest 
difference between my father 
and I is that he is drunk today 
and I might be, or that I have 
smoked marijuana today and 
he only smoked cigarettes. 

My father and I both smoke menthol 
cigarettes. My father and I both 
wish we could smoke KOOLs, 
but they are expensive, so we 
smoke cheap menthols and 
pretend. My father wishes he 

could smoke marijuana today, 
but he lives in Arkansas, and that 
makes smoking marijuana much 
more dangerous for him. My father 
drives drunk instead.

My father and I both 
loved the woman who 
was my mother very much. 
As a poet, they tell me 
not to use the word very 
in the way I did in the 
previous sentence. They 
tell me there are better, 
more colorful ways to say it. 
I have said it in this way 
because it conveys the simple 
ease it was to love this woman, 
to love the simple way her diseased 
heart kept beating long after it 
should have stopped, 
or to love her lightning bug 
laugh and peach cobbler grin.

I am a goose, 
more accurately 
a gander identifying goose, 
and as such I am trying to 
find a formation, not sure 
if  I am going home the right way, 
and spring is coming, or if  I am lost.

My father is an orphan, 
by the strictest definition 
of  the word. He became an 
orphan as an adult. I am sure



my father will die someday
and leave me an orphan by the 
strictest definition of  the term. I 
will be an adult when this happens. 

My father adopted my 
mother's father as his own. 
I am sure this was to help him 
replace my mother, and his 
mother, and his father, and 
his step father; his step father 
was the only real father my 
father ever knew as a father. 
My father has replaced his own 
father with other people's fathers 
out of  necessity. All of  my father’s
fathers are now dead. My father is 
an orphan by every definition of  the term

I have tried to replace 
my mother with other 
people's mothers and 
wives and girlfriends, 
and other people's wives 
and girlfriends, I have 
looked for my mother 
in every salty moment 
in the last 25 years. I can 
remember my mother's 
25th birthday. My mother 
was 30 when she died. My 
mother was 16 when I was 
born, I was 13 when she died.
I have lived most of  my life 
with a dead mother.

The geese gather in 
a field near where I 

live. They think 
we are all home.



Epigenetics
 KG Newman

Because he’s two and can’t, I tee up

the ball, déjà vuing to the worn net

in my father’s basement. He demands 

I don't adjust his hands. He knows better. 

He’s always known better but is just now

figuring out ways to say so. As though

he’s already grown, swinging through 

the bunt sign, as though it’s really possible

to inherit muscle memory.
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HAKU FINDS ME HAVING A BREAKDOWN 

OUTSIDE YUBABA’S BATH-HOUSE

after Hayao Miyazaki’s Spirited Away 
Adrienne Novy

this illness is not a curse, but instead

                 a stack of  gargling heads thumping atop a staircase

dragon’s blood seeping through teeth                                 

               floating & desperately shaking with tokens

 i have wanted people to like me so badly that i swallowed  

              until my brain was screaming with greed

writhing slugs,  a bewitched gold seal, hogs squelching in an overcrowded pen

               i believed i deserved this hunger that does not want me alive

i did not sleep for 22 hours & almost forgot my name

              or that i used to be a blue blue river

my thoughts were paper dolls sharpened into beaks

            i chewed on a pill until the calm became solid

i sobbed out a body that refused to dream me home

           i do not know what was inside me that could’ve made me sick
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ode to the hill where 
my ann arbor house sat
Summer Farah

the kids in our neighborhood like to sled down our hill in the winter   approach my home
only when stomachs are bare or grass is covered in white but still

i walk across the street & down the block & knock on doors asking to be let in
looked down at unless arms are full with hummus   or   another skinful commodity 
 
one time i tried to find the park & feed the ducks crumbs but even then i knew i
am not good with directions & do not remember which way is east or west but
 
this makes it easier for the kids to push my middle east west & i wonder
how we got here  why so many of  us call this state home
 
i have never walked into a church that felt like home     sometimes i think about the churches
built inside of  my name & how my  family was holy       & known     &  remembered 
 
there was a mountain named after us & i say shukha to a man at a restaurant  who asks me about
my necklace & he brightens with recognition & i hear stories of  back in the old country &
 
when dad says old country i wonder to which he is referring to, the homeland an immigrant
remembers

or the place we built before 1948 when the land was ours 

ode to the hill where 
my ann arbor house sat



dad tells me how we rebuilt nazareth after it burned   our family's joy seals every brick
that makes up the stone staircases leading every family home      our house in Michigan
 
had two flights of  stairs     one leading into the earth, carved & shaped to 
construct our winter joy with a slope drenched in ice   or  children
 
who let the rush of  cold guide them down & think nothing of  the ghost of  the land
they are flying through now    artificial hills become holy sites for joy & i roll down it
 
in the spring letting grass mark every press of  my skin onto the land     letting skin
mark every press of  the grass onto me & i see this land & everything we built
 
i look to laughter between land & me instead of  false names whispered as the door creaks open  
let rustle of  seran wrap over pyrex  grow      &  mimic mama’s voice 
 
sounds like:  home. & is home. i look to hunger between land & me instead of  false names & i
hear holy  let my stomach growl & know how to answer & let no one take that away.



when food is love
after Keven Quach
Summer Farah

mama tells baba he is her favorite person who likes her food 

& she tells me i am her second / & i know this means i love you.

she tells me i have gained weight / but i thought food was love 

so i cannot say no & we sit together / i read the cookbook meant for her

what is for her is for me & i am reminded of  when a friend said / you are their life

i touch the roll of  my stomach /  i touch my scabbing skin / i wonder how i am treating their life 

we sit on the couch / each title is in arabic / i read their language

& she says jake, jake, yaooba, she’s doing so good. 

mama taught me to read / baba says writing is the most important thing 

here i thrive / all in english

& i wonder if  i will ever be enough / parents say i must always be the best

i am learning how to be enough / without being 

too much / i read the names of  food / i identify love / how lovely it is / to finally recognize the 

shape of  love / i think about my shape & wonder when it will no longer be / too much  



i learn how to speak delicately / hold soft words in my mouth & swallow them whole

turn me / soft / whole 

& mama tells me to pick a recipe / & i think which will leave me with the least /  remembering of  all 

of  the skin i lose / trying to lose different parts of  me / trying to make something out of  the life 

they gave me / the life that sounds like safe / the life that sounds like sorry / & know i am sorry / 

for not believing i am proud of  you / until now 

& still i love you sounds like / eyes on me as i create an empty plate / breaths stop as i lick it clean / 

i finish a meal & everyone is overjoyed & isn’t that what it was always leading to / learning to fill 

myself  / never learning my outline / & i will eat & deprive & back again in all of  the ways / we can 

call harm / until i know / & still / i love you sounds like 

hayati ya elbi / khalass. that’s enough.

but mama

i thought you said i was doing so good



With special thanks to Malcolm White and the rest of  Flypaper.
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